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An Introduction to Law, Law Study, and the Lawyer's Role
1992

mastering administrative law is designed as a supplement to law school courses in administrative law
or as an introduction to the subject for lawyers trained in other legal systems the book explicitly and
in plain language identifies the functions of the various principles of administrative law to facilitate
the mastery of topics this book includes a roadmap at the beginning of each chapter that provides
readers with an overview of the material that will be covered checkpoints at the end of each chapter
that reiterate what has been learned and a master checklist at the end of the book that reinforces
what has been covered and helps readers identify any areas that need review or further study

Mastering Administrative Law
2018

this unique book is designed to introduce non lawyers to what law is how it is interpreted and made
and to prepare prospective law students for law school although primarily intended for those
interested in going to law school it is also very useful for those who simply want a working knowledge
of how the american legal system actually works the text is highly pragmatic helping the reader
understand not just theory but the realities of how law works and what lawyers actually do to assist
clients in the real world to that end it contains a sample legal problem along with the necessary legal
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materials to address it and an illustrative answer

An Introduction to Law, Law Study, and the Lawyer's Role
2023

the third edition of expert learning for law students is a reorganization and rethinking of this highly
regarded law school success text it retains the core insights and lessons from prior editions while
updating the materials to reflect recent insights such as mindset theory attribution theory chunking
for use and interleaving learning the text includes exercises and step by step guides to engage
readers in the process of becoming expert learners including specific strategies for succeeding in law
school

Expert Learning for Law Students
2017

this work invites readers in law as well as those in political science international relations and similar
disciplines to witness the fast growing emergence of a new legal order the law of the european union
eu and european communities ever since its early founding through daring steps in the 1950s
community law has gone through formidable and complex developments resulting from several
enlargements and the expansion of the powers of the communities for reasons laid out in this book
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the eu as a whole is now a field of major interest and study this volume deals mostly with issues
pertaining to the sovereignty of the member states engaged in the construction of europe after
presenting a history of the communities and eu levasseur and scott address topics such as the eu s
constitutional principles its institutions the sources of law the legal remedies available and the
relationship between community law and national legal orders comparative law references have been
added where appropriate in addition this work examines the eu s defense policies and the special
relations between the eu and the usa we certainly find in the book all the qualities of an excellent
casebook where the goal of providing a mass of information does not give way to the goal of
stimulating classroom discussion the goal is always to prefer thought over a mere dogmatic
exposition and that in itself should earn this book a very large audience even outside strictly
academic circles xavier blanc jouvan american journal of comparative law 2002 the levasseur work
does the far superior job of conveying the constitutional and institutional structure of the european
union and the very complex jurisdiction of the courts what the levasseur book lacks in quantity it
makes up for in quality the levasseur book is absolutely the better suited to a three hour one
semester course or to independent study by practitioners in the field this much more understandable
work uses a european approach to a european subject while still including an appropriate number of
cases as part of the overall presentation on studying european law a comparative review of the two
leading books the tulane european and civil law forum 2003
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The Law of the European Union
2001

while thinking and writing about law is primarily geared toward law students it should be accessible
for anyone who wants to improve their abilities in legal analysis and communication written in an
approachable no nonsense style the book is divided into two parts the first part guides readers toward
an understanding of legal analysis in our common law system properly conceptualizing our system of
law is the most fundamental and overlooked component in the process of legal analysis to that end
the book walks the reader step by step through the analytical process and then reinforces the reader
s understanding by introducing a novel technique for visualizing legal analysis the second part guides
readers toward successful communicating their analyses to both inform and persuade it draws upon
the author s experiences as both a legal writing professor and a supreme court justice to bring a
distinctive blend of academic expertise and judicial practicality to the subject

Thinking and Writing about Law
2021-07

mastering constitutional law offers students an opportunity to learn the essential elements of
constitutional law in a condensed framework this book s concise up to date user friendly approach is
refreshing whether students are studying for con law exams or the bar exam mastering constitutional
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law offers an outline that is easy to use each chapter begins with a simple roadmap alerting the
reader to the direction of the chapter the chapter naturally unfolds according to that plan and then
ends with a list of checkpoints that summarize the law in pithy phrases there are no footnotes see
also notes or bibliographies because mastering constitutional law is a condensed yet complete outline
of constitutional law

Mastering Constitutional Law
2009

north carolina legal research is devoted to explaining the process of legal research for people
searching for the law in north carolina the book uniquely incorporates north carolina sources of law
and related strategies into a logical legal research process after initial discussions of legal research
and analysis and the research process the book s chapters generally follow a basic research process
including north carolina administrative law case law statutory law and secondary sources additionally
methods of finding north carolina legislative history court rules and rules of ethics are included in the
text while the book is substantially focused on the process of legal research incorporating north
carolina legal information sources discussion of federal legal information sources is included when
federal information would be relevant for research in north carolina north carolina legal research is
designed for teaching legal research to students in law school either in the first year or in an upper
level research course however practitioners paralegals librarians college students and even laypeople
might find it helpful the book includes descriptions of a wide range of legal information sources
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including free government websites and lower cost websites as well as premium online services and
books the second edition is updated to focus on researching on the new generations of legal research
databases such as lexis advance westlawnext and bloomberg law this book is part of the legal
research series edited by suzanne e rowe director of legal research and writing university of oregon
school of law

North Carolina Legal Research
2014

new york legal research provides an alternative to the excellent but often lengthy legal research
books that take a bibliographic approach to this dynamic lawyering skill the goal of the third edition is
to explore concisely both the sources of new york state law and the process of conducting research
using those sources new to the third edition is a greater emphasis on online sources and performing
online research the book begins with an overview of the legal research process and an introduction to
research techniques using online media then the book turns to secondary sources recognizing these
sources as the entry point for most new research projects next new york legal research addresses
primary authority with chapters dedicated to case law enacted law statutes constitutions local law
and court rules and administrative law additional chapters cover legislative history free and
commercial updating tools legal ethics research new york city law and research strategies and
organization an appendix explains legal citation by new york courts following the new york law reports
style manual most chapters contain outlines with step by step guidance for research in various types
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of legal resources the book also includes short excerpts and screen shots from important sources
discussions of legal analysis are brief but are included as necessary to show the crucial connection
between research and analysis while the concentration of new york legal research is state research
concise descriptions of federal resources are included throughout this book is part of the legal
research series edited by suzanne e rowe director of legal research and writing university of oregon
school of law what i found most valuable in these introductory chapters was the description of how to
access new york materials on westlaw google scholar and government websites another important
aspect of new york law is the distinction between consolidated and unconsolidated laws the book
explains in detail the distinction and where to find the statutes highlighting the main sources of new
york s consolidated and unconsolidated laws new york legal research provides a solid examination of
both the sources of new york law and the legal research process a picture is worth a thousand words
and embedded within the chapters are screenshots and tables that illuminate the text when
comparing this book with other titles on the subject new york legal research is the only title that
focuses its discussion on connecting the sources of law in new york with the practice of conducting
legal research that makes new york legal research an essential addtion to any law library that
supports the study or practice of law in new york kathleen darvil law library journal volume 108 2

International Litigation and Arbitration
2003-04

this concise yet comprehensive book is designed to be accessible for the beginner as well as useful
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for those with more experience for students the book can serve as enrichment for a doctrinal course
in international law or as the basis for a stand alone course in international law research to allow for
self evaluation the book includes frequent review questions to help assure retention for practitioners
new to the international area each type of search tool and search strategy is covered in detail with
explanations to provide background comprehension this book is part of the international legal
research series edited by mark e wojcik the john marshall law school t his new text is essential even if
it cannot record every new database development in fact the best format for a text such as this one is
indeed print this title is not a brief one off taste of the subject but rather a comprehensive detailed
treatment the quality of the content will stand the test of time the text provides an excellent
framework for new students to learn international legal research and for more seasoned legal
researchers to hone their skills or fill gaps where necessary the reader will want to pay special
attention to lyonette louis jacques additional resources and general bibliographic references at the
conclusion of each chapter her concise lists of sources should be part of every international legal
researcher s toolkit most valuable of all this text will give students the necessary context to
understand what they are researching and why this context is all too often lost in today s world of
instant information anne abramson international law prof blog given the increasing importance of
public international law to u s legal practice i also believe this book to be of great value to all law
librarians and at 35 i recommend every law librarian purchase a desk copy especially the new breed
of entry level fcil librarians who yearn for a training manual no doubt i will read and reread this text
until its dog eared pages fall apart in my hands i am now also indebted to winer archer and louis
jacques for helping me contextualize my growing knowledge of research sources and methods by
connecting them to the historical evolution of international law international law legal research is
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particularly good at explaining treaties and customary international law and the related research
processes in a useful and memorable way the purpose of this book is to support those who need to
complete public international law research for moot court for scholarly research or to handle a client s
legal problem and it is an excellent resource for those situations as the first volume in the carolina
academic press international legal research series it sets a high bar for clarity brevity and utility i am
excited to see what other offerings may follow catherine a deane foreign and international law
librarian and lecturer in law vanderbilt law school

New York Legal Research
2015

view the 2021 supplemental website here the problem based approach of labor law a problem based
approach moves beyond lectures the socratic teaching model and the casebook method while
developing the critical reasoning skills required to be a successful attorney the problem based
pedagogical method will directly help students by synchronizing the way labor law is taught with the
way it is typically tested the book is updated through the end of 2016 and features the most
important cases documents and articles for students to become proficient in the practice of american
private sector labor law
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Telecommunications Law and Policy Supplement
2000

now in its fourth edition this book reflects the extraordinary growth in the law of higher education and
the accompanying rise in scholarship and commentary on higher education law and governance the
case selection reflects major themes and issues to this end cases with interesting facts news accounts
of fascinating developments and insights and articles from scholars and practitioners have also been
used the result is a unique book on a rapidly growing area of law and society it is the most
established and widely adopted casebook in the field updated with recent court cases and statutes it
can be used in law schools in colleges of education or in professional courses

Family Law in the World Community
2009

michigan legal research third edition is a concise yet thorough guide to conducting legal research in
michigan importantly it also includes references to federal legal resources in addition to updating all
sources discussed this edition more so than previous editions focuses on free legal resources
including current commercial and government sources for the free online sources this edition includes
directions on how to navigate the website to make it easy for the reader to find the relevant
information where applicable references to new and established subscription based resources are
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juxtaposed against those resources that are available for free the goal is to help the reader make an
informed decision regarding when to use a fee based service as opposed to a free legal resource this
edition continues to draw upon the authors years of experience teaching legal writing and research by
providing the tools for conducting efficient and effective legal research as well as discussing the
interplay between legal research and legal analysis this book is part of the legal research series
edited by suzanne e rowe director of legal research and writing university of oregon school of law

International Law Legal Research
2013

this book is designed as a text book covering the major issues of real estate law designed with both
the student and practitioner in mind the text strikes a balance between theory and practice the
author develops the foundation of north carolina real property law and then puts theory into practice
by describing numerous practical applications from creating offer of purchase contracts to title
searches although there are real estate texts available that concentrate exclusively on north carolina
law they fall into two camps theory or practice this text balances the competing needs of students
and practitioners by addressing both concerns the text explains the theoretical bases of real property
law in north carolina and then provides practical hands on examples of how to apply this theoretical
knowledge for this new edition bevans updated and revised information throughout the text more
than any other subject that i teach real property is dependent on an understanding of state specific
law and practice i feel very lucky to have mr bevans book available to us in nc his text contains the
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right balance of breadth and depth for my paralegal stduents some of whom may be heading into real
estate practices and others who need a fundamental understanding of real property for work in other
areas vicki coleman paralegal instructor at pitt community college

North Carolina Legal Research
2019

mastering labor law provides necessary procedural and substantive material without overwhelming
the reader with details that are unduly esoteric or tangential the book begins with an introduction to
private and public sector labor law it then turns to united states labor history and procedure
organization and jurisdiction issues under the national labor relations act the book then
comprehensively addresses the organizational and collective bargaining processes before covering
forms of protected activity it closes by considering other topics such as labor arbitration union
security clause labor preemption and antitrust doctrine

Labor Law
2017

every year law students participate in the write on competition for a shot at membership on the law
review too many however enter the competition unprepared this book is designed to help readers
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become familiar with how the competition works how to prepare for it and how to write a winning
submission paper author wes henricksen interviewed dozens of current and former law review
members at many of the top law schools to learn their secrets to success in the write on competition
this book synthesizes those students experiences into a comprehensive body of valuable advice

The Law and Higher Education
2016

coursen director of education northeastern us shakespeare globe center examines modern
interpretations of shakespeare s work within the context of new historicism looking at films and
teleplays from the 1930s and beyond works discusses include the 1936 film version of romeo and
juliet hamlet on film and on modern stages and branagh s much ado about nothing annotation
copyright by book news inc portland or

Michigan Legal Research
2016

law school exams a guide to better grades is the complete handbook for students seeking to improve
their performance in law school this book offers a concise and practical strategy that can be applied
to almost any law school exam regardless of topic or level alex schimel is a lecturer in law at the
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university of miami and a leading expert on law school academic success the new edition offers
unique insights by reducing the exam format to a series of repeatable steps it also teaches students
how to prepare for exams instead of preparing for class with proven time management and outlining
techniques

North Carolina Real Estate Law
2009

intellectual property a survey of the law teaches the law of trademark copyright patent and trade
secret the casebook presents the material so that it is accessible to students it explains the black
letter rules and underlying policies in a straightforward and simple manner it provides examples
practice problems and explanations for each area of the law facilitating mastery of fundamental
concepts case comprehension questions follow each case excerpt to help students focus on key
points beyond the case questions challenge students to apply doctrines and policy outside the
context of the specific case substance draws from both well established jurisprudence and recent
developments in case and statutory law a teacher s manual and powerpoint slides will be available for
professors additionally a free app on itunes and googleplay will be available for students the app will
provide a concise summary of black letter law as well as practice problems with explanations
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Mastering Labor Law
2014

please note that the supplemental materials website has moved to caplaw com rll studies show that
the reading skills your students have developed in college may not be enough to ensure their success
in law school reading law requires professionals to understand the purpose of their reading to form
and express opinions about what they re reading to apply legal logic to read with energy and to adopt
sophisticated reading habits that are unique to the study of law written for law students pre law
students paralegals and others interested in developing these reading skills reading like a lawyer
teaches each of the following critical legal reading skills how to read legal casebooks and engage in
class as well as how to use your reading to prepare for exams how to read published court cases
outside of a casebook how to read legislative material and how to read online effectively based on
sound educational research each chapter includes exercises that challenge students to apply what
that chapter has taught a website accompanies the book and includes additional readings e g on logic
plus opportunities for students to gain confidence by testing their own thoughts against those of the
author for faculty reading like a lawyer includes a separate teacher s manual and a faculty website
with a powerpoint that mirrors the book s principle lessons
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Making Law Review
2017

contracts the law of promises is a casebook for first year contracts courses its emphasis is on
presenting contract law in an easily understandable way so students can spend most of their time
mastering the application of the rules rather than seeking to discover the rules the casebook includes
an appendix with the most important black letter rules and over 600 examples throughout the book
showing how the rules are applied before each case textual material explains the law and its
application with further emphasis on explaining each of the elements of the doctrine being discussed
key points and chapter takeaways are included to help students know if they are recognizing which
principles are particularly important cases have been chosen based on the clarity of the court s
analysis and have been abridged to exclude irrelevant material the cases included provide for
interesting classroom discussions but classic cases have been retained as well numerous problems
are included typically based on real cases so that professors can use them in class to further students
understanding of how the rules are applied common student mistakes are also highlighted theory is
covered but kept to a minimum contracts the law of promises will enable students to come to class
with a firm grasp of the black letter law and a general understanding of how the rules are applied
enabling professors to devote more class time to discussion and less time to lecturing the second
edition includes expanded coverage of electronic contracting and explanations of the 2022
amendments to article 2 of the uniform commercial code and the 2022 restatement of consumer
contracts core knowledge for lawyers content for this book will be available in fall 2024
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Aviation Law
2006

international human rights law provides a student oriented examination of the law of international
human rights although human rights are hardly a recent invention the advent of their international
protection is one of the most profound developments of the modern era how governments treat their
own citizens and others is no longer strictly an internal domestic matter but rather the concern of all
humankind international law is now a central feature of the effort to progressively achieve human
freedom and dignity for all

The Law and Higher Education
1989

a detailed taxonomy of scholarship in the field of law and an abstracted bibliography is available in
this accompanying volume to heald s literature and legal problem solving law and literature as ethical
discourse
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Law School Exams
2018

mastering property law is a precise practical guide to the fundamental rules of law underlying the
basic property law course useful with any casebook the text focuses on the common law
developments of property from the beginning of the english system through our modern times this
concise introduction to the subject matter includes chapters on gifts possessory estates and future
interests zoning and more the book provides readers with clear rule statements examples diagrams
and other learning devices to assure that they are equipped with a strong foundation that will ensure
success in their coursework in preparing for the bar and ultimately as practicing attorneys

Mastering Art Law
2015

this textbook is an innovative departure from a traditional casebook that uniquely harmonizes best
practices for student learning with a lawyering practice orientation addressing all the major topics of
property law the text continually places students in the role of practitioners who apply their learning
by evaluating real world practice based problems and documents and engage in professional identity
development additionally the book makes student learning easier and more effective by
implementing proven instructional strategies including explicit organization with clear explanations of
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law only then diving into cases and statutes with framing questions up front multiple methods of
instruction graphic organizers and illustrations active learning exercises and plentiful opportunities for
practice recursion and synthesis

Contracts
2019-12-11

this book is a leader in providing materials that match the skills and values emphasized for
developing practicing lawyers the third edition incorporates over fifty problems that allow the law
professor to explore the practical impact of the theoretical concepts underlying criminal law such as a
case study that examines issues from jena six the book retains its international and comparative
notes and includes several new cases and problems the authors support a website that offers
podcasts syllabi powerpoints and other teaching materials that complement the book in short the text
combines theory and practice and is compact student friendly flexible and high tech the authors
support a website at criminallawbook com that offers podcasts syllabi powerpoints and other teaching
materials that complement the book

Art Law & Transactions
2021-05-31
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Intellectual Property
2017-03-31

Reading Like a Lawyer
2012

Contracts
2024

International Human Rights Law
2017
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Constitutional Law
2021-08-09

Guide to Law and Literature for Teachers, Students, and
Researchers
1998

Mastering Property Law
2013

Introduction to Legal Research and Writing
2020-11
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Property Law
2017-08-29

Nine Steps to Law School Success
2020-12

Criminal Law
2013

Mastering Administrative Law
2010
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Succeeding in Law School
2018-10-05

Community Association Law
1998
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